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“In an Ivy League town, Bloom turns Yale’s motto—Lux et Veritas—on its head, finding darkness
and deceit in every corner of New Haven.” —Kirkus Reviews The image of a charming college
town serves New Haven well, but its natives know that the city has been built on a rich—and
violent—history that still seeps out from between the cracks in the sidewalks and the halls of
learning. Now, New York Times–bestselling author—and Connecticut resident—Amy Bloom
masterfully curates a star-studded cast of contributors, featuring Michael Cunningham, Stephen
L. Carter, and Roxana Robinson, to portray New Haven’s underbelly. Highlights of the anthology
include Lisa D. Gray’s “The Queen of Secrets,” which won the Robert L. Fish Memorial Award
and John Crowley’s “Spring Break,” winner of the Edgar Award for Best Short Story. Tales by
Alice Mattison, Chris Knopf, Jonathan Stone, Sarah Pemberton Strong, Karen E. Olson, Jessica
Speart, Chandra Prasad, David Rich, Hirsh Sawhney, and Bloom herself round out this
impressive collection. “Town-gown tensions highlight several of the 15 stories in this stellar
Akashic noir anthology set in the Elm City . . . This [volume] is particularly strong on established
authors, many of whom have impressive credentials outside the genre.” —Publishers Weekly,
starred review “The anthology brings together writers who take varied approaches to the idea of
noir in the Elm City. Some stories are historical, some are contemporary. All the classic New
Haven landmarks are there, including plenty of Yale . . . The full sweep of New Haven’s character
is on display in the anthology.” —Connecticut Magazine
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BooksCopyrights & CreditsTo New Haven, our townIntroductionNoir HavenNew Haven is not a
tourist town. You could come for the food trucks down by the harbor, for the loaf of olive
sourdough at the Wooster Square farmer’s market, for a wild-eyed hockey game at the Whale,
for concerts on the Green with entertainers whom you feared were dead. Some people do. More
people come for something to do with Yale—students, staff, faculty, spouses of all kinds; the
university has long arms—for something to do with the hospitals (split-liver transplant, anyone?),
or for something to do with pizza. (I was surprised that the Sally’s/Pepe’s/Modern Apizza war
didn’t feature more heavily in this anthology’s stories. It’s no joke.)Our history is bound up with
the original king-killers, three guys who signed the death warrant for the murder of King Charles I
in 1649 and fled to New England, because even then (pre-Connecticut), payback was a bitch. In
New Haven, we love Edward, Charles, and John—the regicides. We even have a trail named
after them.We had Billy Grasso, a garden-variety crook and shakedown artist. We had Charlie
“the Blade” Tourine, imported from Jersey. The city had a long run of Midge Renault, who was
only 5'3" and not any kind of Frenchman (Salvatore Annunziato), and he, short and crazy, was a
one-man crime wave for many years. Midge was the kind of guy to track you down, beat you up,
run you over with your own car, and then pick you up so he could hit you again. He’d bribed
everyone in New Haven who could be bribed. If you couldn’t be bribed, he burned down your
house or your restaurant. When he was in jail, the guards let him go home, just to be on the safe
side. Everybody knows that story.If noir is about corruption, absurdity, anxiety, the nightmare of
bureaucracy, New Haven, with multiple universities and multiple clinics and multiple, and
sometimes clashing, neighborhoods, is a noir town. If it’s about sex, money, and revenge, we
have a lot of that, played out against the backdrop of the stately homes in East Rock, or the food
carts ringing the hospital, or a bocce game played by trash-talking centenarians who believe that
murder is a better solution than divorce. New Haven is a noir town.We invented the first
steamboat, the first cotton gin, the lollipop, the hamburger, and the automatic revolver. That’s
noir country. We have a large, deep harbor and two traprock ridges (East and West Rock).
People disappear into and under these geographic features often.Our murder rate is up only a



little, and way down from where it used to be. Our victims range from children to old folks. The
number of shots fired is much lower. Our aim has improved. We have our favorite unsolved
crimes: Our town’s Whitey Tropiano, a mobster shot dead on the street. The Yale senior killed
and found on a quiet street corner (various amateurs have devoted years to this search; one guy
is pretty sure it’s part of a 9/11 conspiracy, but he belongs in a different anthology). A lot of
people were riveted by the headless torso found in an abandoned building, the handless arms
found near the State Street commuter station. (See Chris Knopf’s story, which may owe
something to this tragedy.) The pieces were part of a well-liked homeless guy and, eighteen
months later, no one knows anything more about it.In the place where I get coffee:Guy buying a
muffin: “You know the arms with no hands?”Woman stirring her coffee: “You mean the legs in the
train station?”Man behind the counter: “It was Ray Roberson.”Guy: “Bobo? I know
Bobo.”Woman: “Not now. Poor Bobo.”The twelve people in the coffee shop stop what they’re
doing and a young woman behind the counter starts singing “His Eye Is on the Sparrow,” and
everyone either joins in or drops their heads. An older man in a suit clasps his hands in
prayer.We may be a noir town but, even though noir usually manages not to, we have heart.The
chance to bring together some of my favorite writers, in my adopted hometown (in every place I
bartended, the cook or the manager carried a .38 in his waistband, and I can still make ten kinds
of boilermakers), was a joy and a privilege. Every single story is a noir gem, among them:Alice
Mattison breaks the mold. In her Lighthouse Point Park story, she gives the femme fatale a twist
from which I hope the genre never recovers. This time, the hopeful, lovesick dim bulb is a young
woman and the sexy, manipulative devil with the irresistible body is a man. Mattison throws in a
double twist, in which the dreams of glory and money are all at the most unremarkable
levels.Chandra Prasad’s “Silhouettes” takes classic 1940s noir for a perverse spin around a
drought- and war-addled Wooster Square, far from its modern charms. The young man with a
limp is shy. The girls are flirts. The boss does seem to be looking, all the time. The wife doesn’t
know much. All I can say is, Strouse Adler Corset factory—and I didn’t see that coming.Michael
Cunningham and John Crowley take us to noir-beyond-time, to worlds that have a whiff of the
uncanny. Cunningham creates a nightmarish hotel of disturbances, “The Man in Room Eleven.”
Crowley assaults all of our senses, Clockwork Orange–style, in his exploration of a Yale we
haven’t seen yet.The writers in this volume find noir in the seventies, the eighties, and the
nineties, from college boys to Italian widows. Roxana Robinson finds noir in the world of
biographers and Beinecke Library. Classic noir returns to our modern lives in Sarah Pemberton
Strong’s “Callback,” in which we get the no-good dame, theatrical rivalry, and a stage-door
romance as well. In “Evening Prayer,” Stephen L. Carter lets us see truth emerging as a knife in
the heart. In New Haven Noir, everyone lies—and when they tell the truth, it’s even worse.If you
are an optimist, noir may be an antidote, a crisp, dry balance for your sunny outlook. If you are a
pessimist (or, as we say, a realist), noir is your home ground, your tribe. It’s not just that you
expect ants to come to the picnic; you know damned well that there will be ants at the picnic.
When they come, you’re relieved. When they crawl up your brother’s leg, you’re reassured and



possibly delighted. But the other side of noir is the moral center. The center may be shabby,
frayed, and in serious need of a facelift, but it is a center. It’s not necessarily heroic. It’s likely to
be cynical, and its resilience is not the showy kind. Mean streets, as Raymond Chandler once
said, but not mean.That’s New Haven.Amy BloomNew Haven, CTMay 2017PART ISkulls &
BonesCrossing Harryby Chris KnopfUnion StationPeople tend to not like me because they think
I smell bad, and I talk a lot, though not to them, but to other people they don’t know are there. I
personally don’t see a problem with this, though there’s always somebody trying to fix me, or get
me inside some building, or stick a bunch of drugs in me to make me better. When I don’t even
think I’m sick from anything.Though usually I’m pretty much left alone, because as a general rule
people don’t even see me.My house is this nice little spot under the railroad tracks that mostly
keeps out the rain and snow. I got it from a guy who died there, and I only had to drag his body
out to the street to take possession, and the dead-guy odor went away pretty quickly. I have
room for my sleeping bag, books, lantern, some extra clothes for the cold weather, and other
things, like a bag of bottles and cans I usually forget to turn in, and a cat that doesn’t take up
hardly any space at all.It’s not the world’s greatest existence, but I’m alive and free to move
around the neighborhood, so things could be a lot worse. Eating is a bit of a problem, since I’m
not keen on rotting food, which is plentiful but likely to land you in the hospital, where there’s a
danger the psych people will trundle you off to a place where they feed you full of drugs and bore
you with talk, talk, talk.But I’ve got maybe a half-dozen restaurant dumpsters around New Haven
that serve quite a lovely cuisine, delivered daily, fresh enough, and meticulously prepared. You
have to be careful with your timing, though after a few years of this, I’m pretty good at it.My friend
Harry is a most excellent guide. He absolutely knows what gets tossed out, when, and where.
Better yet, he never eats anything, since he lives in a different dimension, so I don’t have to
share. Though I always offer.My favorite place in the world is Union Station. It’s always warm in
the winter and cool in the summer and the architecture is so soothing. It only takes about fifteen
minutes to walk there from my house under the tracks, but it’s always worth the effort. My goal is
to sit on the long wooden benches, comfy and smooth on the ass, for at least an hour before one
of the transit cops tells me to get lost. I always go quietly, since their German shepherds look so
kind and apologetic, and tell me through Harry that I really don’t have to worry. They know I’m
only enjoying a little of the luxury of the inside world and have no animus toward anyone, man or
beast.It was one of those times, sitting happily on the bench, that the man in the beautiful dark-
blue cashmere overcoat came through the doors leading from the tracks. He had excellent
posture, and his shoes were very nicely polished. I didn’t see a single scuff. He carried an
overstuffed canvas bag, zipped closed, on the side of which was a huge logo of a resort in
Jamaica. Since it was February, I really liked examining the palm trees and the girl in a bikini,
fake as they were.He had the high cheekbones and swept-back gray hair of a European
nobleman, but Harry said there was something wrong with his eyes. I said to him, too blue? He
said too empty.I kept staring at his face as he walked by, but he didn’t look back, probably for the
same reason no one else looked at me. Except for the transit cops, who kicked me out of the



station soon after that. With nothing else to do, I wandered down Church Street toward New
Haven Harbor. Before I got there, I saw the cashmere coat coming toward me. He was carrying
his Jamaica bag, though it looked a lot lighter. Harry told me to duck into a doorway and stay out
of view. I said to Harry, why do that, since the guy wouldn’t see me anyway? Harry got a little
testy about that, and told me to just shut up and do it.It wasn’t until spring, when things had
warmed up a lot, that I saw the stylish guy again. This time I was down along the harbor’s
waterline, trying to catch a fish or two for the evening’s meal. A tall guy with a full head of gray
hair, he was still dressed like a duke, with silk pants and a suede jacket that hung on him like it
was draped there. I wondered how he managed to stay so fit, since he could eat anything he
wanted, any time he wanted.Harry reminded me that people like him could afford private fitness
instructors, and I said, of course. That’s how he did it.He still had the big canvas bag with the
Jamaica tourism logo. I didn’t think he’d recognize me, especially since I’d shed my winter
ensemble, so I didn’t try to hide myself. I just fished and watched him walk up to the edge of the
water and open the canvas bag. He knelt down and pulled out a big sous vide bag.You probably
don’t know what that is, but one of my favorite dumpster stops is a French restaurant where they
toss out these vacuum-packed plastic bags with the planet’s best food inside that you just drop
in boiling water. I know, you’re thinking cheap rice meals and crap from the convenience store.
But you’d be wrong. Sous vide is at the other end of the spectrum. It comes from France, a place
that knows a thing or two about tasty food.Thing is, it wasn’t even legal then for restaurants to
serve food prepared sous vide, and all the health inspector had to do was peak into the
dumpster. Just shows you what people like me know about what really goes on in a city. Not that
anybody would bother to ask.I watched the guy take a pair of little scissors out of his pocket and
cut open the bag. Then he pulled out the stuff inside—it looked from a distance like nice veal
cutlets or chicken marsala—and started chucking it into the water.This was very intriguing to me.
Why throw a perfectly good, gourmet-prepared, sous vide meat course into New Haven Harbor?
I don’t know what possessed me—unless it was Harry, who urged me in a pretty imperious way
to walk up to the guy and ask him what the hell he was doing. I said no freaking way, but Harry
kept at it. So I did, trying not to show how nervous I was.The guy just looked through me, like the
first time I saw him in the train station, though he didn’t seem bothered by the question. Maybe
because it was being asked by a smelly homeless person.“I’m concerned about the world’s
crustaceans,” he said, turning back to his task.“Like crabs?”“Specifically crabs. They are in
danger. Someone has to replenish the stock, return ecological vitality to their environments.”“I
didn’t know crab food came vacuum packed,” I said, pointing at the plastic sous vide bag in his
hand.He turned to peer down at me from his tall, haughty-guy perspective. “It doesn’t. I seal it
myself. I am a virtuoso of the culinary arts, trained in France. Preparation and preservation is
everything.”“Sure thing,” I said. “I get it.”He turned back to his work. “Of course you don’t,” he said.
“How could you know that within a few days, all trace of this finely prepared select protein will be
utterly consumed? Vanished, irretrievably. Could there be a more elegant, definitive
resolution?”Harry said, “Huh?”I said, “That must be incredible food.”“Indeed,” he said, his voice a



low grumble.I started to walk away, but he grabbed me by the arm, digging strong fingers into my
bicep.“This work is highly confidential,” he said, staring at me with those crazy blue eyes. “Not a
word to anyone or there will be consequences. You understand?”He let go of me when I said I
did. Then I walked down the beach, acting like it all made sense, which of course it didn’t, since
I’d studied crustaceans as a biology major at Yale and knew that secretly feeding them gourmet
meals in the New Haven Harbor would have little impact on the ultimate survival of species
infraorder Brachyura.I began to spend a lot more time around Union Station, watching all the
time for the gray-haired guy with the Jamaica tourism bag. This ultimately bore fruit, when one
day I was in the station and saw him come through the doors that led from the tracks, holding his
canvas bag and looking fresh as a daisy in a light-blue blazer, red-and-white-striped shirt, and
pressed white pants.This time, I didn’t want him to see me, so I ducked into the newsstand and
pretended to leaf through the magazines on the big rack. After a few minutes, I was able to follow
him down Church Street, keeping about a block between us.As always, he went to the edge of
the harbor, pulled out his sous vide bag, and tossed the contents into the water. I was close
enough to hear the kerplunk, but far enough away to stay out of eyeshot. I have to admit, I was
drooling a little over what was in those vacuum-packed bags, and determined this time to grab
some of it before the so-called endangered crabs had a feast.My clever disguise when he
walked by was to turn my back and act like I was staring off into the distance. It apparently
worked, because he just kept on walking. As soon as he was out of sight, I ran like mad down to
the harbor, pulled off my shoes, and waded right in. Being summer and all, this was not that
heroic of a thing to do, though it meant I’d be drenched to the bone on my walk back to my place
under the railroad tracks.Like before, I couldn’t find a thing, which didn’t surprise me, thinking
that meat might be heavier than water, sinking pretty quickly. But I also had my feet, which I used
to scrunch around the seabed, like I’d do to find clams. That’s how I struck gold, if you want to
call it that.My first thought was chicken. The flesh was slippery, and full of crunchy bones and
cartilage. I’m okay with chicken, though I was disappointed, since I’d been hoping for filet mignon
or a nice boneless pork cutlet. I took it anyway and searched some more, but that’s all I
found.When I got back to the beach, a little sorry that I was now soaking wet with only a hunk of
chicken to show for it, I was able to take a closer look. This wasn’t any cut of chicken I’d seen
before. It had no recognizable shape and the bony stuff was way too big. When I unsealed the
bag, it didn’t smell like chicken either. In fact, it didn’t smell like anything I’d ever smelled before.I
stuck it in a plastic bag I found in a trash can at the edge of the beach. I carried the bag up
Church Street, wondering what to do. Making a meal at this point was off the table, so to speak.
Partly because my hunger was getting edged out by curiosity. Biology wasn’t only my major at
Yale—I’d loved it since I was a kid. I’d absolutely be hunched over a lab counter right now if I
hadn’t had that little hiccup with the voices in my head and the collusion of the Yale Board of
Trustees, the United States Chamber of Commerce, and the Satanic Monks of Aquitaine to
deprive me of my undergraduate position.As usual, Harry had a great suggestion: go to the post
office and send the bag of meat to my old faculty adviser in the Yale Department of Ecology and



Evolutionary Biology.It was a major hike to the post office, which was on the Yale campus. But
when we got there, I realized I needed a box to put the bag in. And an address to write on the
box, and the money to pay for postage. I had none of these things. Harry berated me, saying any
normal person would have no difficulty managing this situation. The more he yelled at me, the
harder it was to think, so I started yelling back at him, which is always a mistake.I’m a guy people
try to ignore, so I can tell you this is a surefire way to get a little attention. Definitely the wrong
kind.This got me pretty anxious, so I clamped my hand over my mouth and just kept walking.
Pretty soon, I realized I wasn’t all that far from the Department of Ecology and Evolutionary
Biology itself. Part of me, I admit, just wanted to chuck the bag full of slimy meat into a trash can
and walk back to my house under the tracks. But something else pushed me along. Maybe to
prove to Harry that I was capable of completing a project even if I hit a snag or two.When we
arrived, I thought about the lady at the desk near the faculty offices who scheduled time with the
professors. I was hoping she didn’t remember me when I handed her the bag and told her my
old adviser might find the contents interesting. I prayed she wouldn’t say something like, he’s in
his office, just go on back and say hello. Especially after that last class when all those insects
were jumping out of the specimen containers and trying to eat my flesh.No worries there. She
took the bag, dropped it on her desk, and told me in so many words to hit the pike. I didn’t give
her my name, but I had a plan. Wait about a week, then call the professor. Surprise! It was me
that brought in the sample. What the heck is it?And that’s what I would have done, only I never
got around to calling, because a few days later the New Haven Register had a headline that
said, “Homeless Man Delivers Human Remains to Yale Professor.”I was freaked out of my skull
for a few minutes, too freaked to read the newspaper article. But when I did, I learned that
neither the chopped-up person nor the chopper-upper had been identified, though an
anonymous source close to the case assumed both were homeless people who got into a
conflict while drunk, drugged-up, or crazy—or all of the above. Street people driven to unofficial
body disposal was not unprecedented, apparently, especially when somebody ODs and panic
sets in.The question of who would pass along a chunk of said chopped-up person to a Yale
biology professor was still open to conjecture.I looked up and saw a transit cop approaching with
his German shepherd. When they kept on walking, I glanced at the giant train schedule on the
wall, wondering how far I could get with the little money I’d hidden away. Then I wondered if
they’d even let me on the train, or what I would do when I got to wherever I was going. It had
taken me a long time to find and perfect my house under the tracks and establish my activities of
daily living. How was I going to start over?Maybe I could just tell the cops what I knew, I thought
for a brief second. No way in hell, said Harry, without hesitation. He said, you’re the guy who
talks to invisible people, and now you’re going to accuse a fancy chef of serving selections of
vacuum-packed Homo sapiens to our local sea life?These are the kind of debates I get into with
Harry all the time, and I have to admit, he’s usually right. But before I could concede to his
argument, there was the guy again coming into the station from an arriving train.I tried to
disappear into the wooden bench, but he saw me and stalked right over. He didn’t have what



you’d call a happy face. He sat on the bench, holding his Jamaica tourism bag in his lap.“I’m
terribly disappointed,” he said, watching the busy parade of train passengers.“About what?” I
asked.“I can hardly promote a revival of the crustacean population if people are going to tamper
with the food stock.”“I get that.”“Our work must remain confidential. I told you that. I thought you
understood.”“Absolutely. Understood,” I said. “Nobody’s gonna hear anything from me.”Those
lifeless blue eyes suddenly seemed very much alive. “Too late,” he said softly. “There will be
consequences.”That was when Harry decided to whistle for one of the German shepherds. The
dog came over to us, dragging along a transit cop. The cop started to give me his usual polite
but firm request that I vacate the premises, but the dog had different ideas, sniffing like crazy at
the Jamaica tourism bag. The gray-haired guy tried to sneak away, but the hair along the dog’s
back stood straight up and it lunged at the guy.“What’s in the bag, sir?” the cop asked, pulling
back on the leash.Harry, by this point, was getting a little shrill and, despite all his talk about
keeping our own counsel, started screaming about hacked-up people and sous vide bags and
crab food, sounding about as looney as a person can sound.People around us began to scatter
and another cop rushed over. The gray-haired guy said something like, “Enough of this
nonsense,” and tried again to walk away, but the German shepherd clamped his teeth down on
the bag and held on.By now, the transit cops were shouting things into microphones mounted on
their shirtsleeves, and other cops were appearing out of nowhere; one of them grabbed my
upper arm, even though I wasn’t trying to go anywhere. He unfolded a sketch of someone’s face
and compared it to mine. It must have been a good match, since he wrenched both hands
behind my back and stuck on a set of handcuffs.They also cuffed the gray-haired guy, but he
had his eyes locked on mine. He looked pissed, for sure, but something new was there. A kind of
astonishment. A stunned disbelief.And, for the first time, the whole world could see
me.Callbackby Sarah Pemberton StrongAudubon Arts DistrictI didn’t become a plumber
because I like lying on my back in crawl spaces while fiberglass insulation and mouse turds fall
on my face. I didn’t become a plumber because I like getting sprayed with black drain water,
either. I became a plumber for the money, and because I like certainty. Plumbing’s not an
ambiguous job—the pipe either leaks or it doesn’t, the toilet is clogged or it isn’t. Money and
certainty and the satisfaction of a job well done.I had to keep reminding myself of these reasons
as I turned onto Audubon Street. I was on my way to a new customer’s house, and it was going
to be hard to make a good first impression given that I was still covered in fiberglass and dirt and
smelling of eau de drain. Once upon a time, being a woman plumber had seemed both
transgressive and sexy: think girl driving a truck, think big pipe wrenches, think buff upper arms.
But after spending half the morning lying under Lamar and Francine Bowman’s rotted pipes, I
felt about as transgressive and sexy as a bucket of dirty water. I smelled like a sewer and I had a
bad case of the creeps from accidentally grabbing a dead mouse when I reached for my wrench.
I’d been wearing rubber gloves, but still. And to make matters worse, the Bowmans were broke,
so when I wrote out the bill I charged them only half of what I usually do.“Isn’t that illegal?”
Charlotte asked me once when I confessed I gave discounts to poor people. “And besides, how



can you tell who’s poor, anyway? Some people are millionaire skinflints—while they’re alive
everyone thinks they’re paupers and it’s only after they’re dead that—”“I can tell,” I interrupted.
Charlotte has probably never even driven through the Bowmans’ neighborhood, not even with
the windows rolled up and the doors locked. “Besides,” I said, “it’s gotta be less illegal than
redlining.”Charlotte hates it when I talk like this. Part of my appeal to her is that when she’s with
me she feels like she’s slumming, and if I start going all analytical on her it messes with this. To
shut me up that time, she poured me a drink. It was Charlotte who taught me to appreciate
extremely good whiskey, which is a problem in that she’s no longer my girlfriend and I’m too
much of a cheapskate to buy it myself. I also have a rule about drinking alone—I don’t. But as I
sped away from the Bowmans’ that day, it occurred to me for about half a second that I might
stop by Charlotte’s condo and ask her to let me take a shower. A shower and a splash of her
famous Scotch to take away the feeling of having picked up a dead mouse. She lived right in
Audubon Court and I knew she’d be there. Charlotte works from home, doing some kind of stock
trading from her bedroom. She lies on her bed and looks up at this enormous projection of her
laptop screen on the bedroom ceiling and talks on the phone and makes about a zillion dollars
an hour. You can tell Charlotte is rich just from the way she talks to people, even if you only
happen to overhear her ordering coffee in a Dunkin’ Donuts. Except Charlotte would never go
into Dunkin’ Donuts. She only drinks Willoughby’s.The idea of using her shower was pure
fantasy, though. In the first place, I was too filthy—she wouldn’t have let me into her bathroom,
which has white fluffy everything—and in the second place, there wasn’t time. I have a thing
about being late—I’m not. Ever. It’s OCD, I know, but it’s also one of the reasons I don’t have to
advertise. I looked longingly up at Charlotte’s window as I drove through the Lincoln Tunnel,
which is what we call the illegal cut-through on Lincoln with the private footbridge arching across
it, and I kept going. I’d rather be dirty than late. I turned the corner and parked, then appraised
myself in the rearview mirror. Dirty hair, stained hoodie. Spattered jeans, cracked steel-toed
boots. I ran my fingers through my fiberglassy hair. I look good in my work clothes, actually, if you
like women who look like scruffy teenage boys, but I didn’t smell so hot. I did a hasty cleanup,
scrubbing my face and hands with a few baby wipes. Then, hoping I smelled more like baby
fragrance than old drains, I went to the door.Most of the big houses in this neighborhood have
been converted into law offices or therapy practices, but not this one, a gorgeous three-story
brownstone. And judging from the single nameplate, the Lancasters had the whole place to
themselves. The door knocker was a big brass affair that probably weighed as much as my tool
bag, and I heard it echo through what must have been a cavernously large hall inside. There was
a long wait, during which I banged the knocker again.The woman who finally answered had a
bath towel wrapped around her head. She was wearing a leopard-print dress that looked painted
on, though her face put her somewhere in her fifties. She was holding a mascara wand in one
hand and her expression said that although she was annoyed at being called to the door in the
middle of getting dressed, she was too well bred to say anything about it.Rich. Very. You can tell,
I thought again. Then I said, “Mrs. Lancaster? I’m the plumber. Nicky Biglietti.”If she was



surprised to see a female plumber, she didn’t show it. She invited me in and I followed her
through the enormous entrance doors and down the hall. The brownstone’s ceilings were a good
twelve feet high, and the walls were covered with big, imposing oil paintings in fancy gold
frames. Beneath them, lots of antique furniture that looked like the real deal was strewn about.I
followed Mrs. Lancaster up a curving flight of stairs. The way she carried herself reminded me of
Charlotte—she took up space like she knew the space liked her taking it. You could practically
see the air molecules stepping aside to make room for her. It’s a money thing, I think. I followed
her through the master bedroom, past an enormous boat of a bed that might have been teak,
and finally reached the bathroom door.“We had a plumber in here just a month ago,” she said,
stepping aside, “and now the sink’s clogged again. She looked at me and smiled. “I couldn’t be
shedding that much hair, could I?”I glanced at the towel on her head. “I don’t know,” I replied, “I
haven’t seen your hair.”She reached up and pulled the towel off. Dark gold locks, still damp, fell
down around her face and rested on her shoulders. I thought for a second about touching a curl.
Her hair was thick and wavy and smelled somehow of damp grass.“Well?” She caught my gaze
and held it. I wasn’t expecting that, and I looked away.“I don’t know,” I said. “I’m just the
plumber.”She turned away too then, and her stockinged feet padded out of the room. A moment
later I heard the sound of a blow-dryer.The clog in the drain was hair all right, but something else
too. When I pulled my snake out, a thin line of gold was tangled around the end of it, a necklace
impossibly knotted up among a tangle of drain-colored hair that might have once been her
shade of blond. There was a pendant strung on the chain, a gold heart with one small, clear
stone set in it. It looked like the kind of necklace a teenage girl would wear, not a woman in her
fifties, but on the other hand, Mrs. Lancaster was doing the leopard-print dress pretty well, not to
mention the eye contact. I rinsed off the tangle of hair and chain, and when I did, little flickers of
rainbow fire shot out from the jewel in the pendant.I stuck my head out the door and called to her
and the sound of the blow-dryer stopped.“Look what I found,” I said, holding up the necklace as
she came back into the bathroom. “It’s not every day I get to fish a diamond out of a drain.”She
looked at the pendant without touching it. I couldn’t say I blamed her. There were still bits of rusty
hair tangled in the chain, and the whole thing looked mousy and sad and wretched. She
examined it and then she touched her own hair. Now that she had dried it, it was the pale gold
color of a little girl’s. A very good dye job can do that. She ran her fingers through her hair and
the smell of her hair gave way to the scent of her perfume—something with musk in it, the real
kind.“You found that pendant in my drain?” she asked.I grinned. “I bet you didn’t even know it
was missing.”She took her bottom lip between her teeth for a moment. “I didn’t,” she said.
“Especially since it isn’t mine.” And she turned and walked out of the room.I’m not dumb but it
took me the whole time I was putting away my tools and wiping down the sink and washing my
hands with some of her very nice sandalwood soap before I figured it out. I don’t suppose there’s
a good way to find out you’ve been cheated on, but if there is, the plumber fishing another
woman’s diamond pendant out of your bathroom drain isn’t it.I found her in the kitchen, writing a
check.“I left the necklace on top of the toilet,” I said. “Maybe you can flush it down—accidentally,



of course.”She looked up at me and by this time she’d got her smile back on. Not unlike diamond
light, that smile.“You’re a quick study,” she said. “Have you ever been married?”“No.”“Cheated
on?”“Yes.”“Then you’ll have a drink with me.”I didn’t say anything. I didn’t need to because it was
a command, not an invitation.“Bourbon all right?” she asked.“Scotch, if you have it.”“Of course I
have it.” She opened a kitchen cabinet. “I knew,” she said with her back to me, “that there were
others. One after the other. But what I didn’t know,” she turned back toward me and handed me
my glass, “is that he’s been fucking this one in my bed.”I took a pull of the Scotch. It was even
better than Charlotte’s. Mrs. Lancaster knocked hers back in a gulp and poured another, then
went to the refrigerator and held her glass under the ice maker.“I’m divorcing him, you know,” she
said.“Did you just decide this?”“No, no. It takes me forever to decide anything. But this time I’ve
had it.”I swirled more of the Scotch around in my mouth and inhaled. Wood smoke and leather,
very smooth, and something sweet I couldn’t place yet.“I should have done it years ago. It’s my
house and my money. I don’t need him. And he doesn’t need me, clearly. Not when there are so
many lovely young grad students running around.”“He’s screwing his students?”“Not his
students. Richard’s too smart for that. Nothing quite against the rules, nothing to interfere with
his endowed chair. Nothing except me, maybe. But he’s married to me, unfortunately, and that
was perhaps not so brilliant on his part, but he’s a brilliant man, my husband. Oh, yes. A brilliant
gentleman and a brilliant scholar. It’s too bad nobody listens to me—I’ve been saying things for
years. But now I have evidence. Unless I’m just inventing the whole thing, of course. Out of spite.
The whole thing.”Maybe it was humiliation and anger that was making her voice slide all over the
place. Or maybe she was getting sloshed. I didn’t say anything. I was just the plumber. She
looked at me as if considering something, and then she leaned toward me and her hand came
up and pulled gently at the collar of my shirt. I don’t blush easily, but when her fingers grazed my
neck I did. It was the scent of her. Then her hand came away again, a bit of pink fluff between her
thumb and forefinger.“You have a piece of cotton candy on you,” she said.“It’s insulation.” I held
out my hand, and she laid it on my palm like a gift. Her hand was cleaner than mine would ever
be.“Being a plumber, you must get into some interesting places.” She looked me straight in the
eye as she said it. She seemed calm again. And very, very focused.“I do,” I responded evenly,
but my cheeks flushed some more. She saw it. And she kept her eyes on mine.“Tell me: what
kind of places?”“What kind of places?” I repeated.It wasn’t the first time this had happened to
me on a job. Maybe it’s because I’m a stranger in a person’s private space—their bedroom, their
bathroom—yet I’m also invited. I’m anonymous, yet intimate. It’s a turn-on for some people, I
guess. Including me.“Places—places that can get very dirty,” I managed. My face was burning
up. I put some more Scotch in my mouth and breathed in again and leaned toward her. Wood
smoke and leather, and dried cherries, that was it, and Mrs. Lancaster’s musky perfume, and her
burning sorrow, I could smell that too, and the smell of her mouth that would be a little smoky
from the Scotch, and I leaned in toward her mouth and then I smelled something else, the
faintest edge of sulfur, a smell that sent a little jolt of fear through me and knocked all the other
jolts away.I put down my glass. “You have a gas leak,” I said.She looked at me blankly.“I smell



gas. You have a gas leak somewhere in your house.”She sat back in her chair, affronted. “I don’t
smell anything.”“I have an excellent nose.” Talk about a buzzkill. Even the greenest apprentice
has heard stories of houses blowing up, entire buildings exploding, because of a gas leak.
Sometimes it’s equipment failure, sometimes a homeowner’s bad handiwork. Sometimes it’s the
plumber’s fault, and then careers and lives get ruined. I’ve seen it happen.I sniffed the stove
burners, opened the oven. Nothing there. “Is that the basement door?”She nodded, and as soon
as I opened it, the smell hit me stronger. I grabbed my tool bag and went down the stairs without
asking and began soaping the gas pipes with leak detector. Upstairs I heard a door close, but it
wasn’t the basement door. Then I heard Mrs. Lancaster say something, though she wasn’t
talking to me. Another door closing, another voice, distant. I kept soaping, and after a few
minutes I found it: a leak at the union joint near the furnace.There was a creak on the stairs
behind me and a pair of shoes appeared. Not Mrs. Lancaster’s size. These were big leather
dress shoes, followed by khaki slacks, followed by a blue oxford shirt and a paisley silk tie and,
finally, the face of Richard Lancaster, the guy who drills grad students in his wife’s
bedroom.“Helene said you smelled gas,” he said by way of greeting.“I found the leak,” I replied,
since it seemed we were skipping introductions. Nicky Biglietti, the plumber who tries to kiss
married women in their kitchens. “Look at this.” Big rainbow bubbles were popping up through
the leak detector suds.He got down on his haunches, stiffly, so that his silver head was level with
mine. He looked like someone who had an endowed chair: handsome face in a WASPy sort of
way, his nose a little too long and bony, but smart blue eyes, good chin, hair that was silvering
nicely. Aging but aging well, just like his wife.“What are all those bubbles?” he asked.“Soapsuds.
If there’s a leak, the escaping gas blows bubbles in it. If there’s no leak, the suds just sit there—
watch.” I hoisted my wrenches, gave a turn of the union, and the bubbling stopped. “Now it’s
tight. I turn it the other way, the bubbles come back, see? Now it’s tight again.”“I never smelled
any gas leak,” he said.“Your wife didn’t either. I’m guessing you don’t visit your basement much.” I
picked up my bag and started for the stairs.“Do you often find gas leaks in houses you’re working
in?”“It happens.”“Good way to get a little extra money out of the customer, I imagine.”I stopped
on the bottom step. “The customer’s already paid me,” I said. I drew the check out of my breast
pocket and unfolded it so he could see. “Richard and Helene Lancaster. I’ve met Helene, so you
must be Richard. Mind if I call you dick?”If I hadn’t had the Scotch, maybe I wouldn’t have said it.
His face worked a little, but nothing came of it. He’d probably heard the crack a million times
growing up, which made me feel not great.“I checked out the gas leak as much for my sake as
for yours,” I said, attempting to move on. “I used to know a contractor who did sloppy work and
blew up an apartment building. He’s in jail now. Plumbing’s a riskier job than you’d think—”“I’m
sorry,” he said suddenly. He shifted in his dress shoes, uncomfortable. “We had another plumber
here only last month about that same drain, and when it clogged again I thought maybe he
hadn’t done it right—you know, hoping for more work. I was still thinking of that when I said . . .”
He stopped, embarrassed.“Skip it,” I said. “But he fixed it fine. The clog this time was a
necklace.”He let out a huff of exasperation. “Helene should really be more careful.”And that was



the point where I should have remembered something Charlotte used to tell me. That I have a
smart mouth. Because if I hadn’t said what I said next, maybe things would have been different.
But I did say it. I stood on the bottom step, and because I am barely 5'2" and he was a nearly a
foot taller, our eyes were almost level.“Your wife said the necklace wasn’t hers.”He frowned
again. “Well, who else would it belong to?”The words were barely out of his mouth when a kind
of wrinkle passed over his face. I don’t know how else to describe it. It was like a wrinkle on a
bedspread that you smooth out with your hand until you come to the edge of the mattress and it
disappears. It happened so fast it almost didn’t happen: half a second later, his face was perfect
again. A freshly made bed, everything tucked in just so. With no expression at all.He looked
away first. “Helene says a great many things,” he said.“I’ve heard some of them,” I answered.And
the bed came unmade, just like that. His right eye started twitching and his mouth started to
open and then closed up into a tight line instead. His eyes flew up to the door at the top of the
stairs behind me and across to the furnace and back to me and I just stood there, not moving
and not sure what I was waiting for. Her, maybe.“You like her?” he asked me.I
hesitated.“Because lots of people do. Or should I say, she likes a lot of people.”Maybe it was a
game they played, each of them telling a stranger about the other’s infidelities. But I’d had
enough. I hoisted up my tool bag and started up the stairs.“Wait,” he said. “Let me pay you for
your extra work on the gas pipe.”“Forget it,” I replied over my shoulder. “It only took a
minute.”“No,” he said forcefully, “we’re grateful you found the leak. I’d like to pay you.”“No need,” I
replied again, and before he could stop me, I was up the basement stairs and through a kitchen
that was empty except for two half-drunk glasses of Scotch, and past a couple of living rooms or
sitting rooms or whatever they were, and out the front door and gone. I was a little creeped out,
to tell you the truth.
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Mare, “Things happen in New Haven!. While ordinarily not a fan of anthologies and short stories
(they end too abruptly just as I'm rolling along, always leaving me wanting more. But then again,
when done right it does take a particularly skilled writer to tell a tale in so few words, and maybe
leaving you wondering about those characters is the point!), I've been on a 'New Haven kick' of
late and really glad I decided to give this one a try. Not exactly upbeat- it is noir, after all- and
while I wouldn't say all the entries fall squarely into the genre, there's great writing here by
authors from whom you'll want to look for more. One story in particular, by David Rich, really fills
the bill with the classic elements of a bartender and a broad but with the modernizing twist of
corruptmilitary contractors and mercenaries standing in for the gangsters of old. (As a movie and
television writer he's particularly adept at packing a bigstory into a small space, with some twists
you wouldn't think there'd time for, but old habits die hard and I'd still love to see this one fleshed
out into a novel!) A few contributions by pretentious literary/academic types that translate into
pretentious literary/academic characters (Yale is a major player here), but a description of lovely
old 1920's-era East Rock houses and foggy nights outside Union Station off-set them! You don't
have to love, or even know, New Haven to enjoy this collection but for those who do, the
references and descriptions of the city will really put you right there. An author's descriptive
abilities are so important in submerging you in the story, but when those places really exist, and
you so easily recognize them, all the better! When done right, the short story is the perfect
format for noir. This one is definitely worth a look. In the words of author and editor Amy Bloom,
'things happen in New Haven, don't think they don't'!”

Ashley Gray, “Great!. Loved that this was all about our home space- knew all the places listed in
it. Knew all about it. Loved it &recommend anyone from the area read it”

Henry, “5 Star Review. 5 Stars. Ex-library copy. 5 Stars”

William B. Griffin, “Good, intriguing fictional takes on one of America's best .... Good, intriguing
fictional takes on one of America's best and most interesting small cities in the shadows of Yale
University.”

Diana H. Maine, “I highly recommend NEW HAVEN NOIR and the entire noir series by Akashic
Books. NEW HAVEN NOIR, edited by Amy Bloom, is one of the newest offerings in Akashic
Books’s noir series.I am ‘hooked’ on these noir titles and am very lucky to have been sent many
of the titles to read and review. Each title has its own ‘flavor and texture’ and provides a
decidedly untourist-like glimpse into locations around the US and the world.Every title contains
an introduction by the editor; a map of the area with story locations marked by body silhouettes;
author/contributor information and the stories themselves. (I love the maps.)NEW HAVEN
NOIR’s introduction is quite good - a humorous, teasing, preparatory glimpse of the stories that



follow. Information about the authors is very interesting. The book is divided into III parts with 15
stories. Their mood is sinister, bleak and menacing with a hidden or ‘under the surface’ evil.
Definitely, a very skewed morality is present. (That’s what noir is all about!)“Crossing Harry” by
Chris Knopf (place: Union Station) Very weird; crazy; homeless men and body parts“Call Back”
by Sarah Pemberton Strong (place: Audubon Arts District) I want an ending! Nicky & Cal - what
happened to them?“A woe for every season” by Hirsh Sawhney (place: Dwight) ‘Stale University’
- never heard that before, although I am not familiar with Yale or New Haven. Josh/Jim/Ink/
Narrator“Sure Thing” by David Rich (place: Long Wharf) Pete is being set up because he is
testifying against a ‘Blackwater’ type - very suspenseful.“I’ve never been to Paris” by Amy Bloom
(place: East Rock) Great story. Looks can be deceiving. Yale/tenure/murder/scholarships/Paris -
many elements to the story.“The secret societies” by Roxana Robinson (place: Beinecke
Library) Sarah Tenant - travel writer tries to discover the real Alison Ricks at the Beinecke
Library.“The boy” by Karen E. Olson (place: Fair Haven) Compelling. Don’t mess with older
ladies.“Evening Prayer” by Stephen L. Carter (place: Dixwell Avenue) So sad that he thought he
was going to hell.“Second Act” by Jessica Speart (place: Food Terminal Plaza) Very bizarre;
acting a part; double identity“The gauntlet” by Jonathan Stone (place: Edgewood Avenue) Don’t
mess with Lionel and his French horn case.“ Innovative methods” by Alice Mattison (place:
Lighthouse Point Park) Very depressing - a rogue counselor.“Spring Break” by John Crowley
(place: Yale University) an eerie story. I didn’t quite understand the speech or scenario, but
tension was great.“Silhouette” by Chandra Prasad (place: Wooster Square) great quote: “The
economy had soured since the crash and factories around Wooster Square were folding like
poker hands.” Quite a story - depressing and sick“The man in Room 11” by Michael Cunningham
(place: Chapel Street) Profoundly sinister“The queen of secrets” by Lisa D. Gray (place: Bradley
Street) Powerful story on many levels.I highly recommend NEW HAVEN NOIR and the entire
noir series by Akashic Books.”

The book by Amy Bloom has a rating of  5 out of 3.9. 21 people have provided feedback.
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